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Abstract: We propose to use Ge-dielectric-metal stacking to allow one to address both 
thermal management with the metal as an efficient heat sink and tensile strain engineering 
with the buried dielectric as a stressor layer. This scheme is particularly useful for the 
development of Ge-based optical sources. We demonstrate experimentally the relevance of 
this approach by comparing the optical response of tensile-strained Ge microdisks with an Al 
heat sink or an oxide pedestal. Photoluminescence indicates a much reduced temperature rise 
in the microdisk (16 K with Al pedestal against 200 K with SiO2 pedestal under a 9 mW 
continuous wave optical pumping). An excellent agreement is found with finite element 
modeling of the temperature rise. This original stacking combining metal and dielectrics is 
promising for integrated photonics where thermal management is an issue. 

© 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement 

1. Introduction
Semiconductor-on-insulator substrates, in particular Silicon-On-Insulator, have been 
extensively used for the development of integrated optical components in the near-infrared 
and more recently for the mid-infrared [1], enabling emerging CMOS-compatible photonics 
technologies. The combination of low cost of fabrication, ability to be produced on very large 
scale wafers and high index contrasts allowing strong optical confinement has strongly 
facilitated the development of Si-photonic applications [2]. Thermal management remains 
however an issue, particularly with the emergence of active functionalities requiring high 
pumping densities for nonlinear processes, either light generation or integrated full-optical 
signal processing [3,4]. This is in part due to the low thermal conductivity of the buried oxide 
layer, as commonly used in silicon-on-insulator (SOI) or germanium-on-insulator (GOI) [5] 
substrates on which optical components are developed. This low thermal conductivity limits 
the efficient thermal cooling from the active layer to the substrate. This situation is even 
worse for free-standing layers as required by design optimization for tensile-strained 
engineered Ge [6–9]. 

These past years, strong efforts were indeed devoted to strain engineering on GeSn [10] 
and more extensively on pure Ge with the aim to demonstrate a laser, operating up to room 
temperature in continuous wave (CW) mode [11,12]. Strain engineering can help to reach a 
direct band gap configuration [13,14]. The microdisk geometry has been extensively used in 
strain engineering of Ge, since it is one of the most obvious way to induce large biaxial strain 
transfer to the Ge layers using stressor layers. With strained microdisks, high optical gain can 
be expected while taking advantage of the high Q-factor whispering gallery modes for 
resonant coupling to stimulated emission. Promising methods were employed to induce high 
tensile strain transfer using external film stressors in both pure Ge [15–18] and GeSn active 
layers [19–21]. There is however a penalty induced by strain engineering and the associated 
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process flow. Thermal cooling is strongly quenched by using either dielectrics like SiO2 or 
suspended mushroom-type structures [22,16]. This decreased thermal cooling has a strong 
impact on the performances of laser devices. 

Here, we show that an approach combining dielectrics and metal can provide 
simultaneously strain and thermal management and meanwhile allows one to keep the high 
index contrast in the semiconductor-dielectric part of the stacking. This approach results in 
tensily-strained Ge microdisks fabricated on metallic pedestals. 

2. Experiments
An 850 nm thick Ge layer is grown in an industrial RPCVD (Reduced Pressure Chemical 
Vapor Deposition) reactor on a 12 inches SOI wafer substrate with a buried oxide (BOX) 
thickness of 740 nm and a top Si thickness of 200 nm. In the first step of the fabrication, 
several layers that compose the bottom stacking after bonding are deposited. As shown in 
Figs. 1(a)-1(c), a 400 nm thick silicon nitride layer is first deposited by plasma enhanced 
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). The silicon nitride layer is compressively strained and 
is used as a bottom stressor layer. Then, two types of samples were prepared, one with a 700 
nm thick silicon dioxide layer and deposited by PECVD, and a second one with an aluminum 
layer with the same thickness deposited using an e-beam evaporation technique [Fig. 1(b)]. In 
both cases, a gold layer is finally deposited for bonding on a host Si substrate using gold-gold 
thermo-compressive bonding method [Fig. 1(c)]. For the specific case of Al, a thin silicon 
nitride barrier (50 nm) is deposited prior to the gold deposition to avoid interdiffusion of gold 
into Al during the bonding process at 300°C. After bonding, the SOI substrate is removed by 
mechanical polishing and dry inductively-coupled-plasma etching, the BOX of the SOI 
substrate serving as an etch-stop layer. This etch stop is removed using dilute hydrofluoridric 
acid solution. The 200 nm thick silicon layer of the SOI is removed with the defective Ge/Si 
interface in a single step using non-selective dry etching process, allowing to thin the Ge layer 
down to a final thickness of 350 nm. After this non-selective etching process to remove the 
Ge/Si interface and thin the Ge layer, we obtain a quite smooth surface, as shown in Fig. 1(g). 
Finally, we obtain a Ge/SixNy/Al stacking, or Ge/SixNy/SiO2 stacking as shown in Fig. 1(g). 
Then, a standard processing using e-beam lithography, dry etching and selective wet etching 
is performed to realize standing Ge/SixNy disks on silicon dioxide or Al pedestal [Figs. 1(d)-
1(f), and 1(h)]. For Al etching we used a Potassium Hydroxide (KOH) base solution as 
etchant. The etchant is highly selective with respect to Ge and we did not observe any change 
of the Ge layer thickness or surface roughness after the etch of Al. While processing the 
microdisk on both types of samples, a special attention was dedicated to obtain a pedestal 
with different materials but with equivalent diameters for each type of sample. In our 
comparative study between both types of samples, we estimate the pedestal diameter around 4 
µm for 8 µm disk diameters. 
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biaxial tensile strain of 0.65% and 0.85% respectively. There is thus a very good agreement 
between modeling and experiments for SiO2 posts. The longer emission wavelength as 
observed with Al post can be explained by the ductile mechanical characteristics of Al that 
are not taken into account in our FEM modelling in the framework of Hooke’s laws. Plastic 
behavior of pure Al should be attained for yield stress as low as 10 MPa - 50 MPa to be 
compared with the 2 GPa of built-in stress for the SiN layer. Plastic behavior of Al should be 
responsible for larger relaxation of the built-in compressive stress of the SiN layer after 
patterning into suspended disks thus inducing more tensile strain transfer to the upper Ge 
layer. 

In both cases of Al and oxide posts, the spectrum exhibits low Q-factor resonances that 
are assigned to quasi-radial modes present in the disk cavity. These modes exhibit low 
azimuthal number, and behave like Fabry-Perot modes constructed by secular reflection at the 
disk edges. The low Ge/Air reflectivity is responsible of low Q-factors for Fabry-Perot modes 
in these micrometer- size cavities. On the photoluminescence spectra, the modes are well 
defined for both the SiO2 and Al posts in the 1750-1850 nm wavelength range. The mode 
positions are found at 1760 (1768) nm, 1792 (1796) nm, 1831(1828) nm on the 
photoluminescence spectra with SiO2 (Al) posts. The mode spacing and wavelength positions 
are consistent with those expected from quasi-radial modes analysis using Eq. (1) of [23], 
considering a disk diameter of 8 µm and an effective index of 3.6 for TE0 first-order vertical 
mode and 2.4 (TE1) for the 350 nm thick Ge layer in TE polarization. We consider TE 
polarization since it should be preferentially collected in the setup configuration, i. e. 
collection of emission from the top surface of the disk. The analysis in [23] is performed in a 
2D analytical model considering quasi-radial modes, exhibiting small azimuthal index (m) 
with respect to radial index (n) i.e. n>>m. In this case the resonant wavelength λn,m can be 
approximated into an analytical expression only depending on the index (n,m), the disk radius 
and the effective index of vertically confined waves propagating in the Ge layer. From Eq. (1) 
of [23] we obtain resonant wavelengths at 1772 nm, 1789 nm and 1830 nm, that can be 
associated to TE0 (16,1), TE1 (10,2) and TE0 (15,2) respectively in quite good agreement with 
the experimentally observed mode positions. Note that these mode positions may vary by 
typically only +/− 10nm for different combinations of (n,m) providing that the 2n + m value 
is kept constant. We note that whispering gallery modes are not observed in the 
photoluminescence spectra of Fig. 2. This is not assigned to optical losses induced by the Al 
post, but rather to the experimental conditions. First the pump beam being aligned with the 
disk center leads to a poor overlap between light generation and optical field of confined 
whispering gallery modes, the latter being mainly distributed at the disk edges. Secondly 
whispering gallery modes are quenched by the direct band absorption and can thus only be 
clearly observed above 1800 nm in a range where the signal to noise ratio is smaller. Thirdly 
higher spectral resolution is needed and would require longer acquisition times. Note that in 
[11] equivalent Q-factor values of more than 5000 were obtained for WGMs lasing modes in 
Ge microdisks with Al pedestals as used in the present work. The underetched aluminum 
layer does not limit the Q-factors as well as the dry etch process to thin the Ge layer. In [11], 
optical gain was achieved on direct band transitions, thanks to higher tensile strain applied 
using a second stressor layer deposited on the to surface of the Ge disk. 

On Fig. 2, we observe a strong red-shift of the emission maximum for the Ge disk with an 
oxide post while the incident beam power is increased. We can assign this red-shift of the 
direct band gap to an increase of the temperature in the disk. At low incident pumping power, 
the emission amplitudes are quasi-similar, 950 intensity counts for Al post and 730 counts 
with the oxide post. However, as the pump power is increased, the emission from the Ge disk 
with Al post follows a stronger increase than the one observed with the oxide post such that at 
higher pump power, 19 500 counts are reached at the maximum signal for the Al post against 
11 000 counts for the oxide post at 9.1 mW incident pump power. This difference can be 
explained by a reduction of the quantum efficiency in the Ge disk with the temperature rise. 
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Additionally, the emission width increases from 168 nm up to 199 nm with the Al post, while 
it increases from 174 nm up to 320 nm with the oxide post. This significant broadening of the 
emission spectrum is a consequence of carrier energy distribution spreading in the valence 
and conduction bands. The temperature rise induces an enhancement of scattering and 
broadening effects detrimental to radiative recombination process in these luminescent 
structures. The temperature rise, broadening increase and reduction of emission efficiency are 
quasi-systematically observed with Ge-on-dielectric layer cavities, thus limiting strongly the 
incident pump power that can be used. It can even in some cases lead to damages to the layer 
under high optical pumping, which is not the case with the Al pedestal disk that sustains 
much higher excitation powers. We emphasize that this property is a key feature that would 
allow future devices to be pumped at high excitation densities without significant heating 
effects and more importantly in CW regime. 

 

Fig. 2. (a) CW emission spectra at 300 K of a 8 µm diameter microdisk with an aluminum 
pedestal, for various optical pump powers. (b) CW emission spectra at 300 K of a 8 µm 
diameter microdisk with a silicon dioxide pedestal, for various excitation densities. The blue 
dotted line are given as a guide to follow the emission maximum. 9.1 mW corresponds to an 
intensity of 95 kW cm−2. 

3. Modeling 
A finite element analysis of the thermal heating in both types of samples was performed using 
commercially available software (COMSOL). We represent the temperature mapping in Fig. 
3. The substrate temperature is fixed at 300 K, and a 2D axisymmetric geometry is used. The 
pumping power is considered as a homogeneous heating source deposited at the center of the 
disk. The heat source has the same diameter as the spot diameter (3.5 µm) and is extended 
into 50 nm depth in the Ge layer corresponding to the absorption length at the pump 
wavelength (632.8 nm). The heating power density is 161.9 10× W/m3, assuming a reflection 
coefficient of 0.45 at the Air/Ge interface at the pump wavelength, and a 9.1 mW of incident 
optical power. Here the strained Ge exhibits an indirect band alignment, with a small radiative 
recombination rate. We can thus assume that non-radiative recombination process dominate 
and that the entire absorbed power is transformed into heating. This was confirmed by 
performing experiments using a longer pump wavelength at 1064 nm closer to the band gap. 
Similar experimental results were obtained in the latter case. 

Due to the very high difference of thermal conductivity for aluminum (220 W/(m.K)) and 
silicon dioxide (1.4W/(m.K) at room temperature), a clear difference in temperature reached 
at equilibrium is observed. The maximum temperature rise in the Ge layer on Al post is only 
16 K against 200 K when a SiO2 post is used. Interestingly, the temperature mapping of the 
Ge disk with the silicon dioxide post shows a strong temperature gradient within the post, 
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connecting the substrate to the disk. This is a consequence of the thermal flux through the 
disk pedestal. Since it exhibits a low conductivity, the oxide post is strongly limiting the heat 
transfer between the substrate and the Ge layer, explaining the high temperature reached. A 
ring shape of the incident power distribution on the disk surface can be helpful to optimize the 
overlap between the excited gain region and the whispering gallery modes. In this situation 
considering a ring shape of 1.75 µm width and 4.5 µm inner diameter, the temperature rise is 
much more pronounced, since it attains 615 K in the Ge disk layer with a silicon dioxide post. 
Such high temperature increase prevents in practice any use of such pumping scheme on disk 
while with the Al post the temperature rise is significantly reduced with only 55 K of 
temperature increase. Moreover, the difference between oxide pedestal and aluminum 
pedestal is even more important at cryogenic temperature. Indeed, the thermal conductivity of 
the silicon dioxide decreases with the temperature, from 1.4 W/(m.K) at room temperature 
down to 0.1 W/(m.K) at 4 K [18], leading to an even worse behavior at cryogenic 
temperatures. On the contrary, the aluminum thermal conductivity is correlated with 
electronic conductivity and increases at low temperature, as it is the case in many metals. It 
can reach a maximum value of 4500 W/(mK) at 15 K [24]. The implementation of an 
aluminum pedestal is thus even more beneficial at low temperature. 

 

Fig. 3. (a) Distribution of temperature for a microdisk with an aluminum pedestal, with a 
substrate temperature of 300K, under optical excitation at 633 nm wavelength (9.1mW 
incident power). The temperature only reaches 316 K. (b) Same mapping with a silicon dioxide 
pedestal. The temperature reaches 500 K in the same pumping conditions. 

4. Discussion 
In Fig. 4, we show a comparison between the average temperature reached in the disk as 
calculated by FEM analysis and the one we estimated from the experimental data. For that 
purpose, we measured the direct band gap emission red-shift from the PL spectrums as shown 
in Fig. 2. Once we determined this red-shift for every pump powers applied, we just deduce 
the increase of temperature using Varshni’s Law [25], which describes the band gap energy 
dependence with the temperature as: 

 ( )
2

,0gap G

T
E T E

T

α
β

= −
+

 (1) 

We set α  to 45.82 10−× eV/K, β  to 296 K following [26]. We assume that these parameters 

are weakly dependent with strain. 
,0GE  is red-shifted from 0.89 eV [26] to 0.8 eV for the 

sample with the Al post and 0.84 eV for the sample with the oxide post to account for the red 
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shift of the emission as observed experimentally with respect to unstrained Ge at room 
temperature. 

As can be seen in Fig. 4, a very good agreement is obtained between experimental results 
and the modelling. This good consistency indicates that the impact of metallic layer can be 
predicted with a good degree of confidence with modeling. It can thus enable the design of 
more complex photonic structures with appropriate thermal management. 

 

Fig. 4. Temperature in the microdisks with Al and SiO2 pedestal respectively as a function of 
the incident optical power. The blue disks report the experimental temperature deduced from 
measurement of the red-shift of the band gap extracted from photoluminescence [Fig. 2]. The 
red lines represent the average temperature calculated by finite element analysis (two-
dimensional mapping of temperature is shown on Fig. 3 for an incident optical power of 9.1 
mW). The error bars represents the uncertainty due to the experimental measurement from the 
direct band-gap emission red shift. 

5. Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have presented a novel photonic stacking that allows to both manage an 
efficient strain engineering and an excellent thermal cooling based on the introduction of a 
metallic layer as heat sink. This method is appropriate for the design of microresonators like 
microdisks. We show that a large reduction of thermal heating in Ge microdisk cavities under 
CW pumping can be achieved by typically one order of magnitude when an Al pedestal is 
used as replacement of a SiO2 pedestal. Beyond thermal aspects, the semiconductor-
dielectric-metal heterostructure as presented in this work would also be compatible with the 
design of electrodes for vertical current injection through the Al pedestal into the 
semiconductor active layer [27], that cannot be addressed in standard semiconductor-
dielectric photonic stacking. A possible topology could be a central metallic post to contact 
the bottom n-type Ge layer. We emphasize that this method is not restricted to Ge-based 
semiconductors, since silicon [28] or III-V materials can as well take advantage of the high 
index contrast provided by the semiconductor-dielectric stacking and better thermal 
management with dielectric on metal [29]. 
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